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Abstract
A pattern of quark mass hierarchy and CP violation within the framework
of low energy supersymmetry is described. By assuming some discrete
symmetry among the three families, the quarks of the third family ob-
tain masses at tree level. The second family obtains masses radiatively at
one-loop level due to the soft breaking of the family symmetry. At this
level, the first family remains massless by some degeneracy conditions
of the squarks. As a result of R-parity violation, the sneutrino vacuum
expectation values are nonvanishing. CP violation occurs through the
superweak sneutrino exchange. This picture is consistent with the ex-
periments on the flavor changing neutral current.
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1. Introduction
The origin of the fermion mass hierarchy as well as the CP violation remains one
of the most important problems in the Standard Model. The solution for this problem
must lie in some physics beyond the Standard Model. Up to now, the most favorable
framework which is beyond the Standard Model is supersymmetry, because it can help
to solve the gauge hierarchy problem. Therefore it is natural to study the origin of the
fermion mass hierarchy and the CP violation within the framework of supersymmetry.
However, there are still two different kinds of ideas on this subject. One is to relate
this origin with the ultrahigh energy physics, and another with the low energy physics
at the scale of about 1TeV.
In addition to supersymmetry, it is important to assume some horizontal symmetry
among the three families to understand the pattern of the fermion mass hierarchy.
Usually such assumption in the low energy physics is more necessary than that in the
high energy physics. This horizontal symmetry has to be violated in order to give the
realistic fermion spectra. Different from introducing other new particles, the violation
can be made by using the properties of the superpartners of the known particles.
Strictly speaking, if the three sneutrinos have different vacuum expectation values
(VEVs) after electroweak breaking, which are the particles of Higgs-like except that
they carry lepton number, the family symmetry can be broken. Furthermore, this
family symmetry breaking can be also introduced explicitly in the soft sector, as in the
case of supersymmetry breaking.
Within the framework of low energy supersymmetry with R-parity violation [1]
and family symmetry [2], the lepton mass hierarchy has been studied in Ref. [3]. By
assuming a cyclic symmetry among the left-handed doublets of the three families of
leptons, the hierarchical pattern can be obtained naturally. The tau lepton gets its
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mass from the VEV of the Higgs field, the muon gets its mass from the VEVs of the
sneutrino fields, whereas the electron is massless at tree level and obtains mass from
loop level due to the soft breaking of the family symmetry.
In this paper, we study the quark mass hierarchy and the CP violation in the
framework of low energy supersymmetry, especially in which with R-parity violation.
We also assume some discrete family symmetry which breaks softly. The third family
of quarks gets masses from the Higgs fields. There are two Higgs doublets, one couples
to the up quarks, and another to the down quarks. The large ratio of the top quark
mass to the bottom quark mass is partly explained by the different VEVs of the Higgs
fields. Because of the family symmetry assumed, the other two families do not obtain
mass from the tree level. This is different from the lepton case of Ref. [3]. These two
families can obtain their masses from the loop level. The supersymmetric radiative
mass generation of quarks and leptons were pointed out in Refs. [4] and [5], respectively.
Quark mass gets a large color contribution which is absent for lepton mass. So the
quark is generally heavier than the corresponding lepton. Hence the radiative mass
generation is viable. We further find out the way to obtain the hierarchy of the second
and the first families. Consequently, the quark mixing matrix is discussed.
To bring our discussion to completion, the CP violation has to be considered. It
is at this stage that the R-parity violation plays its essential role. To keep the proton
off rapid decay, the baryon number conservation is adopted. The sneutrinos have the
same quantum numbers as one Higgs field except for their lepton number which is not
conserved however. Generally they can get nonvanishing complex VEVs. This is similar
to the multi-Higgs doublets models. Because of the phenomenological requirements
from the lepton universality, the sneutrino VEVs should be much smaller than the
Higgs VEVs. In this case, we would like to point out that the CP violation can occur
through the sneutrino exchange.
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This paper is organized along the above outline as follows. In Sec. 2, our framework
of low energy supersymmetry with R-parity violation and family symmetry is described.
In Sec. 3, the quark mass hierarchy and mixing are studied. In Sec. 4, the CP violation
is considered. The constraints to the squark masses from the flavor changing neutral
currents (FCNC) are analyzed in Sec. 5. We summarize and discuss our results in the
final section.
2. The Framework
The low energy supersymmetric models with R-parity violation [1] is one kind of
natural, supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model. R-parity is a multiplicative
parity which is defined to be +1 for the ordinary particles and −1 for superpartners.
In addition to the supersymmetric gauge interactions and supersymmetric Yukawa
interactions which conserve R-parity, the gauge invariance allows the following R-parity
violating interactions in the low energy supersymmetric models,
f∆L = λijkLiE
c
jLk + λ
′
ijkQiD
c
jLk , (1)
and
f∆B = λ
′′
ijkU
c
iD
c
jD
c
k , (2)
where i, j, k denote the three families, the left-handed chiral superfields L and Q
correspond to the SU(2) doublet lepton and quark fields respectively, Ec, U c and
Dc correspond to the SU(2) singlet antiparticle fields of leptons, up-type quarks and
down-type quarks respectively. Eq. (1) breaks lepton number and Eq. (2) breaks
baryon number invariance. To keep the proton off rapid decay, some restrictions beyond
gauge invariance should be adopted, e.g., the well-known R-parity invariance which,
however, has no more natural motivation than some other alternative choices if they are
also at experimentally acceptable level. We will adopt the baryon number invariance.
For some specific structure of family indices, the R-parity violating interactions with
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baryon number conservation can be consistent with both the laboratory [1] and the
astrophysical experiments [6]. It should be noted that in this case the R-parity (or
lepton number) violating interaction (1) does not vanish. However the form of this
interaction is still too arbitrary to give some definite predictions. This arbitrariness
can be reduced by introducing family symmetry.
It is interesting if there is some symmetry among the three families. The idea of
family symmetry was used in the attempts to understand the fermion mass hierarchy
problem [2]. A discrete Z3 cyclic family symmetry of the three left-handed lepton dou-
blets was proposed in Ref. [3]. From the general fact that the third family of quarks is
much heavier than the other two families, the quark mass matrix of democratic mixing
[7] is usually assumed, with which only the third family of quarks is massive. This mix-
ing implies some family symmetry in the quark sector. Of course, such symmetry has
to be slightly violated to make the other two families of quarks become massive. This
happens if the family symmetry can be broken softly. So that the other two families
of quarks get masses radiatively [4]. It should be noted that the choice of the family
symmetry corresponding to the democratic mixing is not unique. For simplicity, in
addition to the Z3 cyclic family symmetry among the left-handed doublets of leptons,
which is denoted as Z3L, we assume another Z3 cyclic family symmetry which is among
the three left-handed doublets of quarks, and is denoted as Z3Q.
Our framework in low energy supersymmetry is based on the above adopted R-
parity violation and assumed Z3L × Z3Q family symmetry. In this paper, we focus on the
quark sector. The supersymmetric gauge interactions are uniquely determined and can
be found in text books. With the left-chiral lepton superfields and their SU(2)× U(1)
quantum numbers Li(2,−1) and Eci (1, 2), the quark superfields Qi(2, 13), U ci (1,−43) and
Dci (1,
2
3
), the Higgs superfields Hu(2, 1) and Hd(2,−1), the superpotential relevant to
the quark sector of our model which possesses the SU(2)×U(1) gauge symmetry, the
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Z3L × Z3Q discrete family symmetry and baryon number conservation is
W = guk(
3∑
i
Qai )H
b
uU
c
kǫab + g
d
k(
3∑
i
Qai )H
b
dD
c
kǫab + λ
′
k
3∑
i,j
(QaiL
b
j)D
c
kǫab , (3)
with a and b being the SU(2) indices. The first two terms are the Yukawa interactions,
their couplings only depend on the flavor of the SU(2) singlet quarks. In addition,
the soft supersymmetric breaking terms which include gaugino and scalar mass terms,
as well as the trilinear scalar interactions should be added in the Lagrangian. We
assume that the Z3L × Z3Q discrete symmetry is violated in the soft breaking terms so
as to generate the light quark masses radiatively. Therefore, the couplings of the soft
breaking terms are still arbitrary in general. The constraints to them will be discussed
from the aspects of phenomenological analysis.
The vacuum is determined by the scalar potential of this model in which the Higgs
sector has been also included [3]. The SU(2)× U(1) gauge symmetry breaks down
spontaneously. The sneutrinos have the same quantum numbers as the Higgs field
Hd except for the lepton number. Because the lepton number is not conserved, the
sneutrino fields play the same role as the Higgs field. Therefore both the Higgs fields and
the sneutrino fields obtain nonzero VEVs which can be determined by the parameters
of the scalar potential. In this paper, instead of being involved in the detailed analysis
of the scalar potential, we leave the values of the Higgs and sneutrino VEVs to be fixed
from some phenomenological constraints. From the discussion of the lepton sector in
Ref. [3], the sneutrino VEVs are much smaller than the Higgs VEVs. This is required
not only by the lepton universality, but also by the explanation of the lepton mass
hierarchy. The implication of the smallness of the sneutrino VEVs on the CP violation
of the quark sector will be analyzed later in this article.
3. The quark mass hierarchy and mixing
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The family symmetry gives a hierarchical pattern to quark masses. After the
SU(2)× U(1) gauge symmetry breaking, the superpotential (3) makes the quarks be-
come massive. By denoting the VEVs of Higgs fields Hu, Hd and sneutrino fields Li
(i=1, 2, 3) as vu, vd and vi, the tree level mass matrix of the up quarks is
Mu =


gu1vu g
u
2vu g
u
3vu
gu1vu g
u
2vu g
u
3vu
gu1vu g
u
2vu g
u
3vu


; (4)
the tree level mass matrix of the down quarks is
Md =


gd1vd + λ
′
1
∑
i vi g
d
2vd + λ
′
2
∑
i vi g
d
3vd + λ
′
3
∑
i vi
gd1vd + λ
′
1
∑
i vi g
d
2vd + λ
′
2
∑
i vi g
d
3vd + λ
′
3
∑
i vi
gd1vd + λ
′
1
∑
i vi g
d
2vd + λ
′
2
∑
i vi g
d
3vd + λ
′
3
∑
i vi


. (5)
At tree level, the up quark mass matrix originates from the Yukawa interactions
only. However the down quark mass matrix involves the contributions of both the
Yukawa and the R-parity violating interactions. Although the difference in the values
of the sneutrino VEVs breaks the Z3L symmetry, it does not affect the Z3Q symmetry.
Both the up quark and the down quark mass matrices exhibit the Z3Q symmetry
explicitly. They are of rank-one and can be regarded as a kind of democratic family
mixing [7]. Only one family, the third family, is massive at tree level. Because vi ≪ vd,
the value of the bottom quark mass is not affected significantly by the R-parity violating
interactions. The large ratio of the top quark mass to the bottom quark mass mt/mb
is partly explained by the different VEVs of the two Higgs fields. Nevertheless, a
hierarchy between the third family and the other two families is resulted in.
It is at the loop level that the masses of the other two families of quarks are
generated through the soft breaking of the Z3Q symmetry. The generation of the quark
masses by supersymmetric radiative corrections has been pointed out in Ref. [4]. Both
the light up quark and down quark masses can be induced naturally through the one-
loop diagram Fig. 1 in this model, where g˜ and q stand for the gluinos and the quarks,
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respectively. The squark mass terms are assumed to be flavor diagonal which will
be justified through the analysis of FCNC later. The mixings of the scalar quarks
associated with different chiralities are due to the trilinear soft breaking terms. The
structures of the mixings for the up squarks and the down squarks have the same form
as that shown in matrices (4) and (5). These mixings are multiplied by some common
supersymmetric mass parameters m˜’s. They can be expressed as m˜uj vu and m˜
d
jvd for
the up squarks and the down squarks, respectively, where j is the flavor index of the
right-handed squark, and the contribution of the sneutrino VEVs has been neglected.
Fig. 1 contributes to the quark mass matrices (4) and (5) the following terms,
(δM)ij =
αs
π
2mg˜
m2g˜ −m2q˜c
j
(
m2g˜
m2g˜ −m2q˜i
ln
m2q˜i
m2g˜
+
m2q˜c
j
m2q˜i −m2q˜cj
ln
m2q˜i
m2q˜c
j
)m˜qjvq , (6)
where q˜ stands for the up squarks to Eq. (4) and the down squarks to Eq. (5).
To require that there is a further mass hierarchy between the second and the first
family, we assume that the right-handed squarks are degenerate. In general, by in-
cluding the δM (6), the quark mass matrix would become rank-three, the two light
up quarks or the two light down quarks would have masses with the same order of
magnitude. By the assumption of the degeneracy of the right-handed squarks, that is
m2q˜c
j
= m2q˜c (for j=1, 2, 3), the δM matrix (6) can be written as
(δM)ij = fim˜
q
j . (7)
fi is a function of mg˜, m
2
q˜c and m
2
q˜i
. It is for the left-handed squark masses we assume
the Z3Q symmetry is broken, that is m
2
q˜i
6= m2q˜j for i 6= j, otherwise the light quarks will
be still massless. Therefore fi depends on the flavor of the left-handed quarks. With
the above ”factorization” (7), the form of the mass matrix for both the up quarks and
the down quarks is
M + δM =


a+ f1m˜1 b+ f1m˜2 c+ f1m˜3
a+ f2m˜1 b+ f2m˜2 c+ f2m˜3
a+ f3m˜1 b+ f3m˜2 c+ f3m˜3


, (8)
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where a, b, c denote the tree level masses in Eqs. (4) and (5). It is easy to show that
the rank of the mass matrix (8) is two. Thus at this stage, only the second family
acquires masses. The first family remains massless. A hierarchy between the second
family and the first family emerges.
The order of magnitude of the masses of the second family can be understood natu-
rally. From Eq. (6), we see that the charm quark to the strange quark mass ratiomc/ms
is mainly determined by the ratio (m˜uvu)/(m˜
dvd) if there is no significant difference
between the masses of the squarks with same chirality. The ratio (m˜uvu)/(m˜
dvd) can
be mt/mb ∼ O(10). Therefore the large ratio of mc/ms can be considered as a result
of mt/mb. It should also be noted that in Eq. (6), we have neglected the other neu-
tral gauginos, photino and Zino, because their effects are rather small compared with
that of gluinos for the following two reasons. One is that αs is large, αs/α ∼ O(10);
another is that the number of gluinos is 8 which is also large. Hence the contribution
of gluinos is nearly two orders of magnitude larger than that of photino or Zino. The
radiative mass generation picture of quarks discussed above can be consistent with that
of leptons of Ref. [3] where it is the electron mass that is generated at the one-loop
level by exchanging photino and Zino. The fact that the strange quark is two orders of
magnitude heavier than the electron is thus explainable. A numerical illustration will
be given in Sec. 5.
From the mass matrices with the form given by Eq. (8), the quark mixing matrix
can be obtained straightforwardly. The mass eigenvalues of the three families are
written as follows,
m3 ≃
√
3(|a|2 + |b|2 + |c|2)1/2 ,
m2 ≃ 1√3(|αm˜2 − βm˜1|2 + |βm˜3 − γm˜2|2 + |γm˜1 − αm˜3|2)1/2
·(|f1 − f2|2 + |f2 − f3|2 + |f3 − f1|2)1/2 ,
m1 = 0 ,
(9)
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with α = a√|a|2+|b|2+|c|2 , β =
b√
|a|2+|b|2+|c|2 , γ =
c√
|a|2+|b|2+|c|2 . Without loss of generality,
we simply take a = b = c, m˜i = fim0, and neglect mc/mt in the calculation. In this
case, the mixing matrix can be easily obtained,
Vmixing ≃


1 0 0
0 1 −f
√
msm0√
3mb
0
f
√
msm0√
3mb
1


, (10)
with f =
∑
i fi. We note that if f1 = f2 = 0, the mass matrices further reduce to
the form assumed in Ref. [8], in which the quark mixing matrix element Vcb can be
consistent with the experimental value after including the mc/mt correction. As for the
Cabbibo angle, it is determined by the mass ratio of the first to second family, which
is nonzero only when the nonvanishing quark masses of the first family are introduced,
and will not be discussed in this paper.
It should be noted that all the discussions about the quark mass matrix as well
as the quark mixings in this section are actually irrelevant to the R-parity violating
interactions, because the Z3Q symmetry has made these interactions have no effects.
The R-parity violation is introduced for the consistency in the framework of the quark
sector and the lepton sector in Ref. [3]. It will be important in the discussion of CP
violation in the next section.
4. CP violation
In general, there are several possible origins of CP violation within the framework of
supersymmetry. The first one is the complex Yukawa interactions, as in the Standard
Model. In this model, the complex Yukawa couplings cannot be the source of CP
violation because of the discrete family symmetry introduced, the phases of the Yukawa
couplings can all be absorbed by the redefinition of the quark fields. The second possible
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origin is the phases of the soft breaking terms. Such an origin is a specific feature of
supersymmetry theory [9]. These phases would in turn enter the quark mixing matrix
through the radiative mass generation mechanism (6). However, the experimental data
of the neutron electric dipole moment constrains most of these phases to be very small.
Although there is still no complete analysis about the phases of the R-parity violating
soft terms, we expect that they are equally small. Therefore, the soft breaking terms
are also not the source of the observed CP violation. The third origin of CP violation
lies in the complex VEVs of the sneutrino fields. This is a special feature of this model.
As we have explained in Sec. 2, the VEVs of the Higgs fields and the sneutrino fields are
nonvanishing. At this point, this model is similar to the multi-Higgs doublets models
[10, 11] in which CP can break spontaneously, the VEVs are complex generally [12].
The CP violation occurs through the sneutrino exchange in our model due to the
complex VEVs of the sneutrino fields. The magnitude of these VEVs is very small
compared to the Higgs VEVs. From the superpotential (3), it can be seen that, in
general, the couplings of the R-parity violating terms are not diagonal in the basis
in which the Yukawa couplings are diagonal. They result in FCNC at tree level for
the down quarks. To avoid too large FCNC, we assume that these couplings are very
small compared with the Yukawa couplings. Therefore our model can be viewed as
a kind of minimal supersymmetric standard model but with some small deviations.
This case is also very similar to that studied in Ref. [13] in which the flavor changing
couplings in the two Higgs doublets model are assumed to be small so as to be treated
perturbatively. Some conclusions there can be applied here. Now let us consider the
K0 − K¯0 system which gives one of the most severe restrictions on the FCNC. By taking
the FCNC couplings as expansion parameters, then the lowest order ∆S = 2 effective
Lagrangian induced by the tree level sneutrino exchange is obtained approximately as
L6R∆S=2 ≃
λ′2
m2ν˜
(d¯γ5s)
2 + h.c. , (11)
where mν˜ is the typical sneutrino mass and λ
′ stands for the FCNC couplings in Eq.
(3). To meet the experimental results, the contribution of Eq. (11) to the KL −KS
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mass splitting ∆mK should be smaller than that of the box diagram through the W
exchange. At this stage, CP is still conserving if λ′ is real. Because of the complex
sneutrino VEVs which are also small, CP violation is introduced at the next order of
λ′ [13]. Compared to the Lagrangian (11), the CP violation is suppressed by a factor
of λ′
∑
i vi/ms,
L6CP∆S=2 ≃
λ′2
m2ν˜
λ′
∑
i vi
ms
(d¯γ5s)
2 + h.c. . (12)
The effective Lagrangian above explains the CP violation in the KL −KS mixing. The
suppression guarantees that the R-parity violating couplings are not extremely small
or the sneutrinos not extremely heavy.
Numerically, we take λ′ ∼ 10−4 − 10−5, vi ∼ 10 GeV and mν˜ ∼ (300 − 1000)
GeV. This choice of the parameters is consistent with that in the lepton case [3]
except that the R-parity violating couplings in the quark sector are two orders of
magnitude lower than that in the lepton sector. FCNC is thus small enough to be
consistent with experiments. Approximately, Eq. (11) contributes 1/10 − 1 of the
KL −KS mass difference. The above choice also justifies the suppression of CP viola-
tion, λ′
∑
i vi/ms ∼ 10−2 − 10−3. Hence the CP violation parameter ǫ in the KL −KS
mixing can be in agreement with the observation, ǫ ∼ 10−3.
This mechanism for CP violation is superweak. The other CP violation parameter
ǫ′/ǫ is too small to be observable. Because there is no tree level FCNC for the up quarks,
D0 − D¯0 system has no CP violation in our case. Its implications on the neutron electric
dipole moment and the CP violating effects in the B0 − B¯0 system need to be studied
further. It should be also remarked here that if there is no CP violation in the soft
breaking sector, the mechanism proposed here is a spontaneous one for CP violation.
5. Supersymmetric FCNC
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Last section has considered the tree level FCNC of the R-parity violating interac-
tions. In this section, we briefly discuss the FCNC induced by the superpartners of the
ordinary particles in loops. The experimental data on FCNC put severe constraints on
the extensions of the Standard Model. It is well-known that the superpartners would
result in unacceptable large FCNC through loop graphs [14] unless some degeneracy
conditions are imposed on the squarks. Usually these conditions are
(i) The squark mass-squared matrix corresponding to the left-handed quarks is
proportional to unit matrix. That is m2q˜1 = m
2
q˜2
= m2q˜3.
(ii) The squark mass-squared matrix corresponding to the right-handed quarks is
proportional to unit matrix. That is m2q˜c
1
= m2q˜c
2
= m2q˜c
3
.
(iii) The squark mass-squared matrix corresponding to the mixing associated with
different chiralities is proportional to the relevant quark mass matrix. That is m˜qvq =
m˜0M q, where m˜0 is a common mass parameter.
In our case, it is easy to require that the conditions (ii) and (iii) are satisfied.
Actually, they are what have been assumed in Sec. 3 in obtaining the hierarchy between
the second and the first family. While this is a good news for us, however, the condition
(i) cannot be satisfied, otherwise the second family will be massless.
The radiative generation of the quark masses for the second family requires some
violation to the condition (i). Of course, this violation should be small enough to be
consistent with experiments. In Sec. 3, the generation mechanism of the masses for
the second family has implies that the left-handed squark masses are not universal.
Their mass can be expressed as
m2q˜i = m
2
q˜ + δm
2
q˜i
, (13)
where δm2q˜i (i=1, 2, 3) denotes the small deviation to the universal mass limit m
2
q˜ . By
choosing that the gluino mass mg˜, the right-handed squark mass mq˜c and the universal
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left-handed squark mass mq˜ are equal, Eq. (6) is expressed simply as follows,
(δM)ij ≃ αs
π
δm2q˜i
m2q˜
m˜qjvq
mq˜
. (14)
Experimentally, with the requirement that the supersymmetric contributions to the
∆mK and ∆mB are smaller than the measured values, the analysis of Ref. [14] gives
the following upper limit for δm2q˜i/m
2
q˜ ,
δm2q˜i
m2q˜
< 0.1
mq˜
1TeV
. (15)
Without being contrary to the experiments on FCNC, we take mq˜ = mq˜c = mg˜ = 300
GeV, δm2q˜i/m
2
q˜ ≃ 0.01 as a numerical illustration which is also consistent with the
analysis of b → sγ [14]. In this case, tan β ≃ 2.2, m˜u ≃ 5 TeV and m˜d ≃ 1 TeV can
result in the realistic values for the masses of the charm quark and the strange quark.
Some remarks should be made in the following.
(a) Because the CP violation mechanism in our framework, which has been de-
scribed in Sec. 4, is different from the one of Ref. [14], the constraints given in Ref.
[14] from the analysis of CP violation are not valid here.
(b) It is possible to imagine that there is also a small violation to the condition (ii).
In this model, such violation is severely constrained by the masses of the first family
of quarks. By assuming some deviations δm2q˜c
j
to the condition (ii), it can be seen from
Eq. (6) that the quark mass matrix M + δM will then become rank-three. Hence the
masses of the first family are produced. By requiring that the produced masses of the
first family are smaller than the measured values, it is straightforward to obtain the
constraint δm2q˜c
j
/m2q˜ < 10
−4 which is about two orders of magnitude lower than that
given by FCNC [14].
(c) Although in this framework the parameters of the soft breaking terms are ar-
bitrary and just fitted to experiments, some of them are as large as several TeV. This
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should be explained in some underlying theory which describes the supersymmetry
breaking.
6. Summary and discussion
In this paper, we have described a pattern of quark mass hierarchy and CP viola-
tion within the framework of low energy supersymmetry. By assuming some discrete
symmetry among the three families, the quarks of the third family obtain masses at the
tree level. The second family obtains masses radiatively at the one-loop level due to
the soft breaking of the family symmetry. At this level, the first family remains mass-
less by some degeneracy conditions of the squarks. As a result of R-parity violation,
the sneutrino VEVs are nonvanishing. CP violation occurs through the superweak
sneutrino exchange. The above picture is consistent with the experiments on FCNC.
It can be seen that the understanding of both the fermion masses and CP violation
in this work depends essentially on the supersymmetry. Usually the researches on R-
parity violation include two aspects, one is the trilinear interactions; the other is the
nonvanishing sneutrino VEVs. These two aspects were discussed separately before [1].
We have combined them so as to discuss the fermion mass and CP violation problems.
Its implications on astrophysics should be studied further [15]. The violation to the
discrete symmetry has been introduced in the supersymmetric soft breaking sector
explicitly. While this needs further explanation, it may avoid the cosmologically domain
wall problem.
Although logically the discussions on the quark mass hierarchy, the CP violation
mechanism and the lepton mass hierarchy in Ref. [3] could be separate stories, we would
like to unite them together. This will give some more definite results. In addition to
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the prediction of the Marjorana neutrino masses being at the 1 eV range in Ref. [3],
the CP violation parameter ǫ′/ǫ is predicted to be too small to be observable. More
predictions need further analysis which should include introducing the masses of the
first family of quarks and calculating the CP violation in detail.
There is a hierarchy between the Higgs VEVs and the sneutrino VEVs, despite that
this hierarchy is not large numerically. This in turn would give some information about
the scalar potential, in which the parameters may also have some hierarchy. In partic-
ular, the couplings of the R-parity violating interactions are much more smaller than
the Yukawa couplings. All of these need natural explanations from some underlying
theory which is under our consideration.
Finally we would like to point out a possible scenario of the mass generation of the
first family. In the discussion about the quark sector in Sec. 2, two cyclic discrete
symmetry groups Z3L × Z3Q have been assumed. While they are introduced to avoid
some confusion, we can imagine that they are replaced by the diagonal subgroup of
them from the begining, which is the cyclic Z3 symmetry among the left-handed SU(2)
doublets of the three families including both the leptons and the quarks. Such a case
is practically the same as what we have discussed in this paper, because the quantity
λ′vi appeared in Eq. (5) has been taken to be not only much smaller than the masses
of the third family, but also smaller than the masses of the second family. However,
this quantity will produce a mass to the down quark of the first family in this case,
and its value can be several MeV numerically. This scenario also justifies the CP
violation mechanism discussed in this paper. In addition, the mass of the up quark of
the first family cannot be produced in this way. This gives us an explanation of the
fact md > mu, and even may bring us a solution to the strong CP problem.
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Figure caption
Fig. 1. Supersymmetric generation of the light quark masses, where g˜ and q˜ denote
the gluino and the squark, respectively.
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